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In 1991, the German Institute of Archaeology, Cairo (DAI) started a new archaeological 
project in the necropolis of Dra' Abu el-Naga on the West Bank of Thebes.2 Since 1994 this 
project has been a joint venture of the German Institute and the University of California, 
Los Angeles. The major aim of the project is the identification of the private and royal 
tombs of the 17th and early 18th Dynasties in the Theban Necropolis. A large tomb in the 
hillside of Dra' Abu el-Naga currently excavated by the project has yielded a substantial 
amount of material dating to the early 18th Dynasty. For this and other reasons, that tomb 
is a possible candidate for being one of the lost royal tombs of the late 17th or early 18th 
Dynasties, including the still unknown tomb of Amenhotep I. 
The present article is in a way a by-product of the project; it is meant to be a critical 
reconsideration and re-evaluation of the sources that have led scholars over nearly one 
century to numerous attempts to localize and identify the lost tomb of the second king of the 
18th Dynasty, Amenhotep I. 
Basically, there are three different categories of sources that have been utilized for the 
attempts to identify king Amenhotep's tomb: 
a. textual 'the Abbott Papyrus (B.M. 10221)3 
b. archaeological »the discovery and partial excavation or clearance (?) of KV 39 around 
the year 1900, and the visit of the tomb, probably in 1908, by Weigall4 
• the excavation of a tomb in the cliffs of Dra' Abu el-Naga in 1914 by 
Carter5 
• the clearing of TT 320 (the "Royal Cache") in 1881 by Maspero6 
c. typological • several attempts to establish a sequence of the royal tombs of Dynasty 
18 in and outside the Valley of the Kings based on the development of 
certain architectural features by Carter, Weigall, Romer, Dodson, etc.7 
The sequence of these categories is a deliberate one, i.e., it displays a hierarchy: if 
viewed against the background of our present knowledge about the tombs on the West 
Bank of Thebes, the textual category should have—methodologically seen—the strongest 
evidence: up to the present, pAbbott remains the only known source that not only proves 
that the tomb of Amenhotep I was somewhere on the West Bank of Thebes but also gives a 
very detailed description of its exact location. Without this textual source, the meager ar­
chaeological evidence and the even more meager typological evidence could not have pos­
sibly led to any serious attempt to identify this royal tomb. And indeed, regardless of how 
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meager the overall evidence was, two particular passages of pAbbott have always been 
utilized to substantiate it. It is the main goal of this paper to demonstrate how methodologi­
cally questionable this procedure is. I will therefore put a certain emphasis on this first 
category, the textual evidence of pAbbott. 
Ever since pAbbott was published for the first time,8 scholars were attracted by two 
different indications in the first part of it: 
A. The passage that deals with the location of the tomb of Amenhotep I in the 
Theban Necropolis and, 
B. The sequence of the other royal tombs that were inspected by the official 
"tomb­robberies­commission." 
A. This passage indeed gives a detailed and complete description of the tomb's loca­
tion—at least as far the potential ancient Egyptian reader is concerned. Fig. 1 shows the 
hieroglyphs and Peet's translation of the hieratic text:9 
mMpisr 
"The eternal horizon of King Djeserkara, Son of Ra, Amenhotep, which measures 120 
cubits in depth from its stela (?) called Pa'aka, north of the house of Amenhotep of the 
Garden" 
FIGURE 1: pAbbott, p. 2, lines 2­4 ( Peet, The Great Tomb-Robberies. Hieroglyphic 
text, pi. I; translation, pp. 37­38.) 
The description of the location of the king's tomb is far more detailed than those of the 
following nine royal tombs, and for the ancient Egyptian reader it must have been unam­
biguous. The passage is, however, extremely ambiguous for us: besides the question of 
whether the adverbial phrase "north of the house (or temple) ..." is controlled by "stela / 
Pa'aka" or by "the eternal horizon," the passage contains at least three if not four unknown 
or unclear terms: m dt in connection with buildings is used for both "depth" and "height,"10 
the word which Peet translates with "stela," <lfy seems to be a hapax legomenon; the same 
is true for "Pa'aka" (pi <-qij), which by its determinative seems to indicate a term connected 
with the verb qij ("be high" or the noun "height"); lastly, the toponym hwt ]mn-htp n pi 
hmw (the "temple of Amenhotep of the Garden") is not yet positively identified with a 
known building on the West Bank. In other words: we are confronted with an equation of 
four unknown quantities!" 
The first to actually combine the textual and the archaeological evidence was A. Weigall, 
who in 1911 published a short article on this subject.12 Weigall held the position of Inspec­
tor­General of Antiquities for the Egyptian Government from 1905­14, when he was also 
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responsible for supervising the archaeological work in the Valley of the Kings; 3 during 
that t ime, Weigall also stepped into KV 39 which was still mostly unexcavated, and he 
eventually came to the conclusion that this tomb belonged to Amenhotep I. He took " P a ' a k a " 
to be the peak of the mountain path leading f rom the workmen ' s village of Deir e l -Medina 
to the Valley. On that peak, the f amous "workmen ' s huts" are located; measur ing down 120 
cubits (i.e., approximately 63 meters) f rom that spot, Weigall arrived at the mouth of KV 
39. To match the other indication of pAbbott , "north of the house of Amenho tep of the 
garden ," Weigall identified this building with either the temple of Amenho tep III or an 
unknown temple of Amenho tep I at Medinet Habu. 
His interpretation of the passage in question of pAbbott and the subsequent identif ica­
tion of KV 39 as the king 's tomb were adopted by only a small group of Egyptologis ts ; 1 4 
the most recent support of Weigal l ' s identification is that of Dodson in an article deal ing 
with the royal tombs of the early 18th Dynasty.1 5 Af ter a thorough discussion of all the 
different a t tempts to identify the k ing ' s tomb, Dodson finally supports in a caut ious way 
Weigal l ' s at tempt. 
A n e w development in the discussion about Amenhotep I's tomb was initiated by Howard 
Carter in an article which appeared in 1916; while working for Lord Carnarvon in the D r a ' 
Abu e l ­Naga area in 1914, Car ter discovered a rock tomb in a somewhat remote area in the 
hillside to the west of the modern village (pis. I and II).16 The subsequent excavat ion and 
c learance of that t omb showed that it was in a rather deplorable state: obviously plundered 
both in antiquity and quite recently, an unknown amount of what Carter identified as parts 
of the original burial equipment was "scattered in the valley outside the entrance of the 
tomb, and on the f loors of the interior as far as the end of the Sepulchral Hall ." 1 7 This 
"depos i t" itself is intriguing: it consisted of a large number of f ragmented pottery and stone 
vessels; some of the latter are inscribed with the names and titles of royal personages f r o m 
the early 18th Dynasty. On three f ragments the names of king Neb­peh t j ­Ra A h m o s e are 
found; one is inscribed with the car touche (!) names of the last Hyksos king, Aa­User ­Ra 
Apophis , and of one of his daughters , Hrj or Hrtj; nine f ragments mention the names of 
A m e n h o t e p I; and another eight f ragments show the names of the king 's mother, Ahmes ­
Nefer tar i . 1 8 As those last ment ioned f ragments form the basis for Car ter ' s identif ication of 
the tomb, it seems appropriate to take a closer look at the rather enigmat ic c i rcumstances of 
the actual f inding of those "debris" ; collecting the various bits of information about the 
"debr i s" it is by no means clear whether or not the number of f ragments bear ing the names 
of A m e n h o t e p I and his mother includes those two f ragments Carter "procured ... in the 
local antiquity dealers ' shops," 1 9 and those which were offered to him by one of the West 
Bank tomb­plunderers who eventually pointed out the tomb ' s position to Carter .2 0 In other 
words , there is absolutely no certainty about where exactly the inscribed f ragments c a m e 
f r o m or how many of them really came f rom the tomb itself! 
Yet, for Carter, the noticeable imbalance between those f ragments which mention the 
names of A m e n h o t e p I and Ahmes­Nefer tar i and those bear ing other names clearly indi­
cates that this tomb must have belonged to either Amenho tep I alone or to the king and his 
mother. He supports his theory with two additional hints: 
a) The head of a small royal statue which, according to Carter, dates to the early 18th 
Dynasty. Again , the c i rcumstances of this object are far f r o m being clear: "Dur ing the 
season of 1912­13 the beaut iful head ... was purchased in Cairo." 2 1 When Carter was clear­
ing the tomb in 1914, apparently "small f ragments belonging to its headdress were found 
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in this tomb. . ." Since Carter fails to give any details on the whereabouts of those pieces and 
whether they really belonged to the head, i.e., whether they were f ragments chipped or 
broken off the head, his statement that the f ragments allow us "to identify (the head 's ) 
p rovenance" should be taken very carefully. Besides, Car te r ' s dat ing of the head is more 
than quest ionable: it seems that a date later in the Dynasty is much more likely.22 
b) Like Weigall before him, Carter makes intensive use of pAbbot t , especial ly of 1) the 
passage that deals with the dimensions of the tomb and 2) the fact that it lies to the North of 
the $wt Jmn-^tp n p£ k£mw. The latter presents a problem only insofar as one has to accept 
Car te r ' s identification of this temple as the one that was excavated by Spiegelberg in 1895 
and by Spiegelberg and Newberry in 1898-99.2 3 U p to now, however , there is nothing to 
support this identification: as has been earlier mentioned, the "Temple of Amenho tep of the 
Garden" is not yet positively identified. The former is a remarkable example of a purpose ­
ful manipulat ion of data. Figuratively speaking, Carter puts the zero of a long measur ing 
tape at the mouth of the vertical shaft of the tomb (pi. II) that he has excavated; he then 
measures down the shaft, along the first corridor, down the so­called " tomb­robbers ­ shaf t " 
(his "protective well") and up again (!), all through the second corridor, and a long the 
burial chamber into one of the corners of that chamber. Not surprisingly, the entire dis tance 
of 62 .80 meters comes very close to the 120 cubits (= 63 meters, with one cubit equal ing 
52.31 cm, an average measurement based on three preserved wooden cubits in d i f ferent 
collections) of pAbbot t ! Although Car ter ' s method of applying the 120 cubits of pAbbot t 
to the inside part of the tomb has provoked various critical comments , his identif icat ion of 
this tomb as the tomb of Amenhotep I (and perhaps his mother) has been accepted widely.2 4 
There are three major obstacles to Car ter ' s method: 
1) N o part of the passage in pAbbot t suggests that the mouth of the vertical 
shaft is the point f rom where the 120 cubits are counted. 
2) It is diff icul t to imagine that the ancient Egyptian scribe would include the 
absolutely insignificant depth of the " tomb­robbers ­shaf t " in the f igure if 
he wanted to describe the tomb ' s d imensions . W h y should he? Besides , as 
in the case of King Intef II 's tomb, the detailed remarks of the papyrus 
seem to aim more at indicating the position of the tomb in the necropol is 
area than the interior d imensions of the subterranean, concealed, and 
inaccessible part of it. 
3) This tomb must have been blocked and sealed somewhere , p resumably 
either close to the shaf t ' s mouth or at the beginning of the second corri­
do r—jus t behind the " tomb­robbers­shaf t" ; according to pAbbot t , the t omb 
of Amenho tep I was intact25 when the off icials inspected it: would those 
inspectors remove the debris, break the seals, enter the tomb, and proceed 
into the last corner of the burial chamber in order to f ind out whe ther it was 
broken into (and also its exact d imensions)? Most likely not! 
Recently, Car ter ' s identification of the tomb of Amenho tep I was supported by N. 
Reeves , 2 6 who af ter a discussion of the two other major candidates , KV 39 and T T 320 (see 
below), comes to the conclusion that Car ter ' s tomb in Dra ' Abu e l ­Naga "is most likely to 
be the tomb described in R Abbo t t . . . " Reeves ' critical at tempt is also mainly based on the 
indications of pAbbot t and it is innovative insofar as he introduces a new " d a t u m " which in 
his opinion the 120 cubits of the papyrus refer to: he suggests that the crucial word </z<y (the 
"s te la" in Pee t ' s translation) could be the word <h< ("Haufen," "heap, pi le") referr ing to one 
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of the "ca i rns" on Car te r ' s map. This particular "cai rn" is about 80 meters (or 153 cubits) to 
the north of the tomb ' s entrance and would have been some sort of a "marker" indicating 
the posit ion of the tomb. 2 7 This is, however, not very plausible: first, the "cai rns" on the 
Theban West Bank have not been systematically studied yet and up to now there are no 
clear indicat ions as to their date or dates;2 8 secondly, the position of the D r a ' Abu e l -Naga 
tomb is a hidden one: whoever excavated it originally did obviously not intend to make the 
tomb an easily accessible place. Hiding a tomb and af terwards "mark ing" it by a widely 
visible "ca i rn" does not seem to make much sense. Finallv, as Reeves correctly states, the 
number of still visible "cai rns" in the mountainous area of the West Bank is immense (there 
are five on Car te r ' s "sketch map" a lone! )—how could those many piles of stones be signifi­
cant "marke r s"? 
A third and more recent at tempt to identify the royal tomb may be added: in his com ­
prehensive biography of king Amenhotep I, F.J. Schmitz also lengthily discusses and fi­
nally rejects Weigal l ' s and Car ter ' s at tempts.2 9 On the basis of later textual sources—the 
inscriptions on some of the cof f ins in the Deir el­Bahri Cachet te 3 0 —which mention the 
Cachet te (TT 320) as the tomb of Queen Inhapi "... in which Amenhotep rests," Schmitz 
identif ies T T 320 as the original tomb of the king. He also uses some of the indications in 
pAbbot t to support his idea: for Schmitz , the passage m pijj.s <h<y pi <­qsj hr.tw r . / s h o u l d 
be translated as "at its mountain ridge, called the high track / the high path," referr ing to the 
old (and modern) foot path on the ridge high above the Deir el­Bahri valley. Measur ing 
down f r o m that path directly above T T 320, we find the vertical (!) distance f r o m the path 
to the mouth of the tomb shaft to be 73 meters; to tally with the 63 meters of pAbbot t , 
Schmi tz has to subtract 10 meters which brings him to a small p la t form in the area above 
the sha f t—presumab ly the old entrance, according to Schmitz. Again, and to no surprise, 
the "archaeologica l" record seems to perfectly match with the indications of pAbbot t ! 
As is qui te obvious f rom these examples of different attempts to identify the original 
t omb of A m e n h o t e p I, any at tempt to apply its description in pAbbot t to the archaeological 
record is, at the most , a matter of likeliness or unlikeliness, of plausibility or implausibility. 
This is in itself, of course, an absolutely acceptable methodological p rocedure—as long as 
the line of argumentat ion is incontestable. This is not the case in any of the discussed 
at tempts: Weigall based his approach on a tomb which wasn ' t even excavated at his t ime.3 1 
In addit ion, Weigall identif ies, for no obvious reasons, the mortuary temple of A m e n h o t e p 
III, or else an otherwise unattested temple of Amenhotep I at Medinet Habu, as the "Temple 
of the G a r d e n " of pAbbot t . Car ter ' s main line of argumentat ion is based on the inscribed 
ja r f r agments which may or may not have come f rom the tomb he was excavating. Schmi tz ' s 
results are entirely based on textual evidence and the interpretation of two of the unknown 
words in pAbbot t . 3 2 Besides, why would a 21st Dynasty scribe call the k ing ' s original 
tomb "the tomb of (Queen) Inhapi ... in which Amenho tep rests"? 
It seems, therefore, that all pAbbott ­based at tempts to identify the tomb of Amenho tep 
I over the last nearly 100 years have yielded close to nothing: the alleged tombs of the king 
are scattered throughout the necropolis, f rom Dra ' Abu e l ­Naga in the northeast , and the 
valley of Dei r el­Bahri , to the Valley of the Kings in the southwest . One of the a t tempts 
may be more plausible than another, depending on the point of view, but if one considers all 
the possible cri t icisms, none of them has any great chance of actually having been the 
k ing ' s tomb. 3 3 In addit ion, the pAbbot t ­based at tempts may have had one s ide­effect : they 
somewha t obscure the possibility of dealing with the alleged tombs of Amenho tep I solely 
on the basis of their internal archaeological, architectural or typological evidence. 
B. The second information, the sequence of the royal tombs visited, has played an 
important role, too, as a supporting evidence in the attempts to identify king Amenhotep's 
tomb. The papyrus starts with an introduction (page 1, line 1): "[year 16J, 3rd month of the 
inundation season, [day] 18, under ... king Ramesses IX ... [On this day were sent the] 
officials of the Great and Noble N e c r o p o l i s , [ t o examine] the graves [of the] kings of old 
and the tombs and resting-places of the blessed ones [of days gone by, which are on the] 
West of Thebes, ,.."34 Then follows a list of the officials and (from page 2, line 2) the 
description of the location of the tomb of Amenhotep I and the remark swgmy wdi, "it was 
found intact." The text continues (on pages 2 and 3) with a list of nine more royal tombs 
which were also inspected on the same day. The complete list has the following order: 
According to the remarks that accompany each entry, out of the ten tombs inspected 
nine were found to be intact, only the tomb of Sobekemzaef II was obviously badly plun­
dered and its contents utterly destroyed. 
The crucial point is that among Egyptologists this list has almost unanimously been 
regarded as describing the chronological order in which the tombs were inspected by the 
commission, thus reflecting a topographical order or an itinerary, i.e., the actual way the 
officials took on their one­day inspection. 
H.E. Winlock in his brilliant article35 on the royal tombs of the 17th Dynasty was the 
first to carefully suggest that the list actually describes the route of the inspection; the 
problem remains that only two of the tombs mentioned in pAbbott are positively identified, 
that is the tomb of the second king of the list, Intef II, and that of the last of the list, 
Mentuhotep II. 
The tomb of the former is the so­called Saff el­Kisasiya in el­Tarif, which is the most 
northern part of the Theban necropolis and the burial ground of the first three kings of the 
11th Dynasty and their officials. In pAbbott the tomb of Intef II is identified by the men­
tioning of a stela of that king on which, among other things, a number of the king's pet dogs 
are depicted with their non­Egyptian names written above their heads. The papyrus cites 
one of the dog's name: Bhfa(j) (page 2, line 11). During excavations in the entrance build­
ing of the Saff el­Kisasiya in 1860 and 1889, parts of that stela were found where the very 
same dog's name is mentioned.36 This, indeed, is a rare example of a high probability of a 
match between textual and archaeological evidence! 
The tomb of Mentuhotep II is part of the king's temple complex at Deir el­Bahri, also 
identified beyond question by excavations. There can be but little doubt that these two 
tombs are the same as those mentioned in pAbbott. 
In his article, Winlock added another royal tomb to the two known ones: it is Carter's 
tomb, in the cliffs of Dra' Abu el­Naga. For Winlock, basically these three identified tombs 
— one at the northern end of the Theban Necropolis, one at Deir el­Bahri, and the third in 
the hillside of Dra' Abu el­Naga, somewhat half way between the other two tombs — were 
the topographical frame of the scenario that is described in pAbbott; according to him, the 
unknown tombs of the other kings clearly must be somewhere in the area between el­Tarif, 
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the Carter-tomb and Deir el-Bahri. Splendid as this idea was, there remained one problem, 
that is, the sequence of the tombs visited. Winlock had to reconstruct the events of that 
particular day of the inspection and he did it in an admittedly charming way: 
"The inspection was made in September, and we might quite safely assume that 
the eleven officials, many of whom may well have been old and corpulent, would 
prefer to puff their way up the desolate little valley to the High Ascent (i.e., the 
tomb in Dra' Abu el-Naga) before the sun shone down upon it in the fierceness of 
full mid-day heat."37 
The next tomb visited was that in the farthest north, the tomb of Intef II, followed by 
the inspection of the unknown tombs and at the end of the day the officials visited the tomb 
of Mentuhotep II at Deir el-Bahri. Those unknown other tombs, then, must have been in the 
Dra' Abu el-Naga area, apparently somewhere in the plain, and this is where Winlock 
tentatively placed the tombs of the kings of the 17th Dynasty. His ideas are supported by 
the fact that from the 20's to the 60's of the 19th century a considerable number of coffins 
and parts of the funeral equipment of royal 17th Dynasty burials were found somewhere in 
the Dra' Abu el-Naga plain. Without doubt, Winlock's reconstruction is one of the corner­
stones of Theban archaeology; ever since his article appeared there was a solid and well 
researched basis38 to locate those lost royal tombs of the 17th Dynasty in the Dra' Abu el­
Naga area. The brilliance of Winlock's article lies partly in the fact that his basic ideas still 
hold true, even if the tomb of Amenhotep I is most probably not the one Carter discovered 
and the tombs of the 17th Dynasty are most probably not exactly where he put them. 
Yet, is the list of pAbbott really an itinerary? Did the ancient Egyptian scribe really 
have in mind, or was he ordered to list the tombs according to the order in which they were 
visited during the inspection? Or, are there any other possible explanations regarding the 
order of the tombs listed? 
In attempting to answer these questions, a closer look at the text of pAbbott is neces­
sary. 
Page 1: The first page of the papyrus is the introduction, so to speak, to the inspection of the 
tombs. It contains the [regnal year], month, and day of king Nefer­Ka­Ra Setep­en­Ra 
(Ramesses IX) under whose reign the inspection took place; this is followed by two brief 
statements introducing: 
a) the main actors, 
"...the inspectors of the ... Necropolis, the scribe of the vizier, the scribe of the 
overseer of the treasury of Pharaoh...," 
and b) the action that they undertook, 
"[to inspect] the/?­tombs [of the] kings of old and the mc/^£­tombs (and) resting­
places {swt n htp) of the blessed ones [of days gone by, which are on the] West of 
the City" (follows a detailed list with the titles and names of the involved offi­
cials). 
Page 2/3: The first line is the heading for the following paragraphs (until page 4, line 4, 
where the official inspection on this day ends): 
"The mr­tombs, the/s­tombs, (and) the m(h<t-tombs, inspected on this day by the 
officials." 
It follows the above-mentioned list of royal tombs, starting with the tomb of Amenhotep 
I and ending with that of king Mentuhotep II. Except for Amenhotep's tomb which is called 
t) iht nhh ("the eternal horizon"), all royal burial places are called pi mr ("the pyramid 
tomb"). 
Close to the end of page 3 (line 15) we find a summary: 
"Total: mr-tombs of the kings of old inspected this day by the officials (and) found 
to be intact: 9 /nr-tombs; found to have been violated: 1; total: 10." 
Page 3/4: The last two lines of page 3 introduce a new group of inspected tombs: 
"The mc/z<r-tombs of the chantresses of the temple of the Divine Adoratrice of 
Amun-Ra, King of Gods, found to be intact: 2; found to have been violated by the 
thieves: 2; total: 4." 
The first four lines of page 4 report on the inspection of yet another group of tombs: 
"The mc/z<£­tombs (and the) y'i­tombs in which rest the blessed ones of old, the 
citizenesses (and) citizens on the West of Thebes. It was found that the thieves had 
violated them all . . ." 
It follows a description of the nature of these last robberies and of the legal procedures 
that were taken by the officials and which mark the end of that day of inspections. 
Coming back to our initial question, it seems that there are at least three important 
observations to make, based solely on the contents of the papyrus and without any further 
interpretation: 
1. The inspection on that 18th day of the third month of the inundation season in the 
16th year of king Ramesses IX did not exclusively deal with royal tombs; four 
tombs of chantresses of Amun­Ra and an unknown number of other private tombs 
were also inspected. 
2. Although there seems to be a confusingly large number of terms for "tomb," a 
certain pattern is detectable: the ten royal tombs listed in the first paragraph are all 
called mr­tombs—except for the first one (that of Amenhotep I), but in the sum­
mary (page 3,15) this tomb also falls under the category "mr­tomb." The second 
paragraph lists the four tombs of chanteresses all of which are mc/2cf­tombs. Fi­
nally, in the third paragraph, the tombs of other private individuals are mentioned: 
this group apparently contains tombs of both the m(h<t—and the/s­type.3 9 These 
three different terms also occur in the line that heads the three paragraphs (page 
2,1) in the order: mr­tombs—;'s­tombs—m^f­tombs. 
3. The meticulous description of the location of the tomb of Amenhotep I and the 
somewhat vague reference to the position of the tomb of king Intef II (page 2, line 
8: "... north of the temple of Amenhotep of the Garden") point to the fact that also 
all the other tombs visited on that first day of the inspection lay outside the Valleys 
of the Kings or the Queens—in a later part of pAbbott both places are indeed 
mentioned but with other terms (pi hr <} sps / U st nfrxv; for example, page 6, line 
6). 
4. Except for the first (Amenhotep I) and the last (Mentuhotep II) in the list of in­
spected royal tombs, the sequence of tombs no. 2 to no. 9 partly shows a striking 
affinity to the Egyptologically reconstructed chronological sequence of kings in 
the l l th/17th Dynasties (fig. 2).40 
Franke41/von Beckerath42 pAbbott 
Dynasty 11 1. Intef I I. Amenhotep I 
2. Intef II 2. Intef II 
3. Intef III 
4. Mentuhotep II 
5. Mentuhotep III 
6. Mentuhotep IV 
Dynasty 17 I. Intef V 3. IntefV 
2. Rahotep 
3. Sobekemzaef I 
4. Djehuti 
5. Mentuhotep VI 
6. Nebiriau (I) 
7. Nebiriau (II)? 
8. Semen-Re 
9. Seuserenre Bebi-ankh 
10. Sobekemzaef II 4. Intef VI 
11. Intef VI 5. Sobekemzaef II 
12. Intef VII 
13. Senakhtenre 6. Seqenenre-Taa 
14. Seqenenre 7. Seqenenre-Taa-aa 
15. Kamose 8. Kamose 
Dynasty 18 — (Ahmose-Sapair43) 9. Ahmose-Sapair 
1. Ahmose 
2. Amenhotep I 
10. Mentuhotep II 
FIGURE 2: Reconstructed sequence of kings in Dynasty 11 and Dynasty 17 and the 
sequence of royal tombs in pAbbott 
It follows then from these observations that the sequence of royal tombs in pAbbott 
does not necessarily display an itinerary. It could also very well be organized in a more or 
less chronological order of kings, starting with Amenhotep I because at the time he was 
probably regarded as being the most important king of the list.44 Besides, the tomb of 
Amenhotep I could have been the initial cause for the inspection and the subsequent trial: it 
is the only one in the list that was (falsely) reported to the mayor of Thebes and the vizier 
to have been violated by the tomb-robbers.45 
Finally, it seems appropriate to utter a suspicion concerning the general reliability of 
the descript ions and statements of pAbbott . 4 6 Without doubt, the report on the inspection of 
tombs is everything else but an unbiased legal document or a copy thereof. In between the 
lines one detects a different issue, that is, the confl ict between the two leading political 
f igures in Thebes at the time, the chief of the Madjo i of the Necropol is , Pawer-aa , and his 
"r ival ," the mayor of Thebes, Paser. Although dealing with this political issue is outs ide the 
scope of this paper, one should be aware of the possibility that there could have been under­
lying reasons for fil ing this document other than just the report on the inspection of alleg­
edly plundered or robbed tombs.4 7 That in turn may have influenced the accuracy or thor­
oughness of the inspection; in at least two cases suspicion arises as to what and how they 
were inspected 4 8 The first case is the tomb of king Intef II "whose pyramid ," according to 
pAbbot t , "has been removed f rom it, but its stela is still f ixed in front of it and the f igure of 
the king stands on this stela with his dog called Behkay between his fee t" (page 2, lines 9­
10). This description clearly refers to the huge entrance building of the king 's gigantic 
tomb­complex . This entrance building indeed was an impressive piece of archi tecture and 
it is also the place where parts of the stela were found. The rock­cut royal burial chamber , 
however , lies in the western part of the large cour t—more than 250 yards away f r o m the 
entrance building! What , then, did the officials of pAbbot t inspect and f ind intactl The 
second case is the last on the list of inspected tombs, i.e., the tomb of king Mentuho tep II at 
Deir el­Bahri which was also found to be intact. At the t ime of the 20th Dynasty, the 
entrance to the long corridor and burial chamber was hidden below the pavement of the 
hypostyle hall and a huge sandstone wall; besides, the king 's burial chamber had already 
been plundered for the first t ime before the end of the 18th Dynas ty—aga in , what did the 
off icials inspect and what did they find to be intact?49 
To sum up, on the basis of these last remarks and of our present state of knowledge 
about the tombs of the early New Kingdom Necropolis of Thebes , there seems to be only 
one way to step on methodologically solid ground: we simply have to disregard pAbbot t as 
a source for any at tempt to locate the royal tombs of the late 17th and early 18th Dynast ies . 
Only additional information will enable us to identify these tombs; this informat ion can 
only c o m e f rom the discovery of new textual sources or through new excavat ions . 
— University of Cal i fornia , Los Angeles 
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